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A METHOD FOR PRAG4ATIC COMMUNICATION IN GRAPHIC DISPLAYS .

INTRODUCTION

In the course of processing information ', graphic displays, the graph

reader does not necessarily encode the visual information in a very precise

quantitative way. Instead, the reader is likely to take-this information,

condense and summarize it to the extent demanded by the communicative context,

and assign some' linguistic label that captures the essense of its meaning

(Zadeh, 1965, 1973; Zadeh, Fu, Tanaka & ShimuFa, 1975). In this way, irrele-

vant information does not load our processing system. Such a capability is

essential if we are to stay within the capacity limits of our information. pro-

cessing system (Kahneman, 1973; Miller, 1956).

Sacrificing precision for a more cognitively manageable 'chunk' is usually

sufficient fOr most human behavior since most of the basic tasks we perform do

not require a great deal of precision for their execution. This tolerance for

imprecision' can be used to a graphic display designer's advantage, especially

for inviting the reader to draw inferences and to be sensitive to connotations

that are not explicitly present. However, the success with which the designer

can accomplish this invited inference will depend on how well the physical

properties of the display used to represent the specific message are matched to

the reader's cOnceptual interpretation of it.

For example, suppose we want the graph reader to possibly infer from a

display that the price of oil has sharply increased during the late 1970's.

Without extreme exaggeration of this point (such as drawing a vertical trend

line), we would like to choose the underlying slope of the displayed trend in

oil prices in such a way that a reader's description of this underlyi.q
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dimen3ion includos a label of the perceptual category Sharply increasing.'

This choice be based on the designer's intuition, as is common practice.

Alternatively, it is possible to define the meaning of terms like sharply

increasing empirically and use the definition as the basis for choice. The

meaning of a term defined in this way is called a 'compatibility function''

(Kandel and Byatt, 1978; RoUse, 1980, Chap. 3).

The compatibility function represents the grade of membership of an

implied physical attribute into a coti'esponding conceptual category. It

measures the degree of compatibility between a particular level of attribute X

and category Pe Compatibility functions are defined on the interval f0,1] with

the grades 1 and 0 representing, respectively, full membership And nonmember-
,

ship in the category. For example, consider once again the class of sharply

increasing trends. The question we ask is "what level of slope constitutes a

sharp increase?" Is a slope of 40° perceived as a sharp increase? If so, is

there a difference between a slope of 50° and one of 40°? Cc mpatibility func-

tions help us deal with such imprecise questions.

The purpose of this experiment is to determine compatibility functions for

terms that have pragmatic implications in the communication of graphic informa-

tioi. specifically the terms sharply increasing and slightly increasing. Also,

since Labov (1973) has shown that the context in which an object is viewed can

influence compatibility, different contexts, in terms of different types of

displays, are used.

'Following Pinker's conjecture of graph comprehension (see Kosslyn, Pinker,
Parka & Simcox, 1982) the mental representation of a visual display is in

terns of a predicate based structural description. Without going into detail,
not only are quantitative parameterized predicates sensed, e.g., slopA(x) = x,
but qualitative categories as well, e.g., slope(x) = sharply increasing.
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Subjects

METHOD

Twenty-four fellow employees from CSI participated in the studY. None

were for this participation. All subjects reported having normal visual

acuity, six of which were corrected for.

Stimuli

Two types of graphs, line and bar graphs of the form shown in Figure 1,

were used. For each graph type, a seeof 12 graphs, each varying in slope from

5 to 60 degrees in 5 degree steps, was generated on a Tektronix 4027 graphics

terminal. In terms of the framework, the graphs subtended a visual area of

12.7 x 12.7 degrees at a viewing distance of 51 cm. The distance between end-

point of the specifier, projected onto the x-axes subtended an angle of 4.2

degrees.

INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE

Procedure

Subjects were seated in front of the graphics terminal at a distance of

approximately 51 cm.- They were told the purpose of the experiment and instruc-

ted to indicate by a yes or no as to whether the slope of the line satisfied

the appropriate perceptual category. Each particular graph was activated by

depressing a unique key on the keyboard, that key being consistent across sub-

jects. Subjects were told by the experimenter which particular key to activate

prior to each presentation. The appropriate key was then depressed and the

graph appeared. Although the task was self-paced, subjects were prompted for

an answer after a 5 second interval from onset of the graph. Answers were

manually recorded by the experimenter and subjects depressed the erase key,

clearing the screen for the next presentation. en experimental session lasted

about 30 minutes.
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Design

Each iubjbct performed 2 blocks of 48 categorization:, with a short. rest

period between blocks. The 48 categorizations resulted from the combination of

12 slopes (5 to (.10° by 5° increments), 2 graph types (line/bar), and 2 classi-

fying terms (sharply/slightly increasing). The order of categorization wait

balanced in a Latin square arrangement, each block corresponding. to one row of

the square. For each subjec , responses, :both blocks were coMiziaedAdha com-
-*

Jiy.1-
patibility functions were determined by, kveiming across all ,subjects.

Results and Discussion

Compatibility functions defining the terms slightly increasing and sharply

increasing for both graph types are shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectively.

Each point represents the relative frequency of yes responses for 48 categori-

laations (i.e., 24 subjects x 2 replications). Thug, for example, from figure 3

,the degree to whicn a numerical slope, say x = 30°, is compatible with the

concept sharply increasing is 0.37, while the compatibilities of 40° and 50°

are 0.80 and 1.00 respectively.

INSERT FIGURES 2 AND 3 HERE

. .

In many cases it is convenient to express compatibility functions in terms

of a standard function whose parameters may be adjusted to fit a specified

compatibility function. Since the given task required subjects to discriminate

between stimuli that were possible instances of the category in question from

stimuli that were not, the logistic function of the form

or c

Vi(xj) =

1 4..ea x. b)

vi(xj) ea(x.
3
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1 ea x4 - b)
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a
was taken as the mathematical representation of the compatibility function for

slightly or sharply increasing respectively, over the interval where they exist

(see Luce, 1959, Luce, Bush & Galanter, 1963 for a description and use of this

function in discrimination research). In this equation, p.(x.) represents the

.degraa'acompatibilitIrofastimulushavingvaluex,with category i. Two

free parameti s of this model, estimable from the data, are the crossover point

(b) and the category precision parameter (a). The crossover point--defined as

the value of the attribute at which compatibility is 0.5--represents the

.T

numerical value of the implied attribute that results in the greatest uncer-

tainty regarding bossible membership or nonmembership in a given category. The

precision parameter provides an indication of the extent to which a category is

well defined in the sense that a given instance is either a member of the cate-

gory or is not a member. It measures how quickly the, uncertainty regarding

membership or nonmembership decreases as values of the attribute move away from
- )

the crossover point.

The model of equation (1) was used to fit the data generated under each of

the four conditions with the resulting parameter values and 95 percent confi-

dence limits shown in Table 1.2 From the table, we can see t t the precision
A

parameter is independent of.the graph type since each estimated \alue lies

inside every confidence interval. This means, _for example, that a'15° increase

in slope from the crossover point of a line graph would correspond t

\
the same

, degree of compatOility with the term sharply increasing as would a 15

increase in a bar graph.

2The curve fitting was done by the Statistical Analysis Ststem's (SAS) non- t

linear regression procedure (PROC NUN) using the derivative free algorithm pf
Ralston Jennrich (1978).
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INSERT TABLE 1 HERE

However, the actual slope values underlying this categorization would not

be the same since the crossover points are different. Note that the crossover

points correzpond to larger slope values in line graphs than bar graphs. With

regard to the term sharply increasing, this means that the slope of a line

graph must be somewhat larger than the slope of a bar graph to achieve the same

degree of compatibility with the term. Conversly, for the term slightly

increasing, the slope represented in a bar graph mst be somewhat smaller than

that for a line graph to achieve the same degree of compatibility.

Zadeh (1973) has defined a number of operations that can be performed on
4

compatibility functions, one of which is complementation. The complement of

0(x ), represented notationally as j (x ) and linguistically by the label not,
i j j

is defined as

0 (x ) = 1 - 0 (x )
i j i j

,From the parameter values shown in Table 1, one can see that for the
41,

stimuli used in this experiment slightly increasing is not the same as not

sharply increasing since the relationship defined by equation (2) does not

hold.

DISCUSSION

(2)

We can thin% of compatibility functions as the meanings of the categorical

terms they represent. Armed with an inventory of such functions plus the

opel-ALIvns that :an be performed on them, a graph designer can connotativelk.
4

weight all sorts of information. However, this connotative weighting must be

acheived by manipulating Certain aspects of the graph, specifidally the frame-

work and/or specifier. How this is*done is.considered mIre fully in Kosslyn,



Pinker,,Parkin & Simcox (1982), but for illustrative purposes consider the

following example.

Suppose that in a recessionary_ eriod a company executive wants to empha-

size the positive aspects of his or her npany's revenue growth, though not

very large, to the group of listeners. de or she has revenue figures per month

over the last zi.x months as data. Although the trend is not to Bt overly exag-

gerated, some compatibility with the *erm sharply increasira is desired to
%

emphasize the point. Therefore, a compatibility of 0.70 is chosen. For a

presentaLion using a bar graph, this corresponds to an underlying slope of 32

degrees. Defining the aspect ratio of a framework. (see Kosslyn et al, 1982) as
O

° the ratio of vertical axis length to horizontal axis length, this slope can be

achieved using an aspect ratio of 0.62. Thus, physically, the vertical scale

must be 0.62 the size of the horizontal scale.

There are many other. similar examples where one would like the graph

reader to react more strongly to a presentation of data then might be warranted

otherwise. For example, in a process coptrol setting, if a parameter is to be °

.
held at d very tight tolerance and its measurement presented graphically, as in

a col.c.rol chart, changing the aspect ratio to emphasize smal charges is more

than juStifi?d. An inventory of. such functions allowing a rational basis for

.\

designing such graphs would go a long way towards fulfilling these sorts of

display needs.
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TABLE 1

Parameter Values of Mathematical Models
Used to Represent the CompatLbility Function

Graph
'Type Label

Precision
Parameter

Confidence
Interval

Crossover
Point

Confidence
Interval

Sharply 0.196 (0.170,0.221] 31.550 (30.802,32.306]
LIME

Slightly 0.201 (0.183,0.219) 28.177
.,

[27.681,28.673]

Sharply 0.218 0.178,0,258] 28.023 (27.066,28.981]
BAR

Slightly 0.218 (0.183,0.252] 26.940 (26.113,27.770]
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